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WHAT WE KNOW: CT GAP
 Connecticut has some of the largest disparities in outcomes across a
range of measures.
 Educational achievement gap – largest in the country
 Employment gap –2 nd highest gap between white and Latino
employment; 10 th highest gap for whites and blacks
 Incarceration gap – Highest for white/Latino prisoner ratio; 4 th highest
for black/white.
 Wide disparities in health outcomes. E.g Connecticut asthma
hospitalization rates for Blacks and Latinos were almost five times that for
whites.

PARTIAL SOLUTIONS
 We know that creating Sheff-style magnet schools for the
whole state is a costly and only partial solution because it
does not address the opportunity isolation that takes place
once the school day is over – exposure to crime, links to
social networks that lead to jobs, etc.
 So other parts of the solution include:
 Bringing resources to opportunity isolated areas, including
resources that attract people with a mix of incomes – a discussion
for another day.
AND
 Creating housing options for people in a range of income groups in
higher opportunity areas. To be blunt this means low income
housing in thriving neighborhoods. The subject for today’s
discussion.

FRAMING THE DISCUSSION:
TOOLS IN THE TOOL CHEST
 Housing Subsidies: In most subsidized housing programs in

Connecticut, 75% or more of the housing for families is located
in areas that are minority and poverty concentrated.*
 Can we create some balance in the way we distribute housing subsidies?

 Vouchers. Around 80% of Housing Choice Vouchers are in
areas of minority and poverty concentration.
 How can we improve voucher outcomes?

* Based on preliminary data from the CT Analysis of Impediments (forthcoming).

TOOLS IN THE TOOL CHEST
 Zoning: 31 of CT ’s 169 towns have less than 10% affordable

housing. A 2012 report by the Brookings Institute ranked
Connecticut as having the most restrictive zoning in the country
and concluded this cut off low income kids from thriving school.
 Mt. Laurel
 Montgomery County Inclusionary zoning

OUTCOMES
 Positive changes seen in health, education, exposure to stress,
and employment.
 Montgomery County example – Heather Schwartz’s research
 Low income children who moved to public housing in mixed income
school districts cut the achievement gap in half over a 5-7 year period.
 Mixed income schools cost less per pupil than high poverty schools.

OUR DISCUSSION
(SOME GROUND RULES)
 Goal: Talk about what these finding mean for us here in CT and
how we put solutions that are working effectively elsewhere into
action here.
 Avoid the Creep!
 We are all accepting that we need to bring targeted resources to areas
that are struggling. How exactly to do that is a topic for a different day.
 We are not debating Sheff v. O’Neill. We are starting our conversation
based on the assumption that circumstances that necessitated Sheff
were in large part a result of how historical factors and policy have
shaped housing development in CT.

